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Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
PGRE Comments on Federal Re ister Notice Re ardin Inte rated Review of
the Assessment Process for Commercial Nuclear Power Plants

This is in response to your request for comments in Federal Register dated
August 7, 1998 (Volume 63, Number 152), pages 424439-42459, for comments
on the development of a new assessment process and associated assessment
tools. PG8 E commends the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for reevaluating its
processes and for seeking public comment and involvement in this process.
PG8 E agrees with Federal Register statements that over the years, the NRC
has developed and implemented different licensee performance assessment
processes to address the specific agency needs at the time. Each of these
assessment processes served a useful purpose and has evolved individually
over time through separate reviews and improvements. However, overlaps
between these processes now exist such that they: (1) have multiple structures
for data analysis and different assessment criteria, (2) have different outputs
which can send mixed messages on licensee performance, and (3) place
significant administrative burdens on the NRC staff. Although each of the
current assessment processes has been individually successful at meeting its
particular purpose, an integrated review of these processes has not been
performed.

PGRE believes the new assessment process should be more objective and
directly measure whether licensees are achieving the standard established by
the Atomic Energy Act —adequate protection of the public health and safety.
The new assessment process should be risk-informed and performance-based
and should be based on standards of performance that do not increase because
the performance of industry has improved.
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Chief, Rules and Direc s Branch
October 7, 1998
Page 2

P E Letter DCL-98-146

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) is submitting comments on your proposed
assessment process. PGRE believes that the NEI draft proposal entitled "A New
Regulatory Oversight Process" provides a good baseline approach from which both the
nuclear industry and the NRC can work toward a common solution. In addition, the
results of the workshop held on September 28, 1998 to October 1, 1998, provided
valuable input to the proposed assessment process. PGRE encourages the NRC to
continue to involve the industry and public in developing the proposed assessment
process and associated implementation guidance.

PG8 E encourages the NRC to ensure that the new performance assessment process
continues to:

1. Promote utilityaggressive problem identification and resolution.

2. Promote conservative utility Maintenance Rule decision making. PG8 E is
concerned that ifplacing equipment in the Maintenance Rule A.1 category is used
as a mitigation systems performance indicator threshold as discussed in the recent
workshop, it may serve as a deterrent to effective use of the Maintenance Rule as a
management process to improve equipment performance.

3. Further define how the performance assessment process will factor in inspection
findings in an objective manner such that the NRC, utility industry and the public
have a good understanding of how inspection findings will be used.

Attached are specific comments. In accordance with your request, the specific
comments are referenced to the specific questions identified in the Federal Register.
Thank you for this opportunity to submit comments on this matter.

i erely,

Gre o M. ueg

cc: Steven D. Bloom
Ellis W. Merschoff
Gregory A. Pick
David L. Proulx
Diablo Distribution
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Federal Register 42439-42459P - Public Comment on the Integrated Review of the
Assessment Process for Commercial Nuclear Power Plants

A. Regulafory Oversighf Approach

1. The NRC currenfly has a low threshold forinitiafingincreasedinferacfion with
licensees above fhe core inspection program. For example, procedure adherence
errors or program implementation weaknesses wifh low acfual safefy consequence
may resulf in increased inspection activityin these areas. Alternatively, iffhese
regulafory oversighf thresholds were raised, fhe NRC would waif unfilacfual safefy
significant events occurred (such as those measured by performance indicators)
before increasinginteracfion with licensees.

a. At whaf fhreshold should fhe NRC fake acfion fo assure fhe adequafe
protecfion ofpublic healfh and safety?

Res onse to A.1.a:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments that thresholds should be created for a set of
objective performance indicators directly related to protecting public health and
safety which assess the defense in depth barriers to release of radionuclides, the
events which could challenge the barriers, and the.key mitigation systems. The
NRC's inspection program should be guided by the principal that above the
regulatory threshold, the utility should be allowed to perform its duties and
responsibilities to the public and shareholders to operate its facility in a manner
that optimizes the long-term capacity factors of the plant while continuing to meet
its obligations to the stockholders and the general public. PG&E believes that the
successful long-term high capacity operation can only be maintained by the
utilities maintaining high nuclear safety standards and continuing to justify the
public perception of nuclear power plants being safe and environmentally benign.

NEI's proposed performance indicators and thresholds provide a reasonable
starting point for development of a joint industry and NRC approach. The
specifics of the NEI thresholds are still in the process of development. PG&E will
be actively participating in the industry and NRC efforts to develop these
thresholds and indicators. PG&E would further note that thresholds and indicators
should continue to promote aggressive problem identification and self
assessment. While indicators should consider specific equipment performance,
they should also recognize that nuclear power plants have extremely complex
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Enclosure
PGRE Letter DCL-98-146

design and licensing basis that must be maintained and as such, requires
intrusive engineering that is self critical and actively questions issues to ensure
that compliance with the design basis is maintained. Utilities that have an
aggressive questioning attitude should not be penalized by identifying and
resolving design and licensing basis issues.

b. Whatis fhe basis for fhis fhreshold?

Res onse to A.1.b:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

2. Whaf range and specific types of NRC actions should be taken iflicensees exceed
the regulatory fhresholds discussed in Question!.1?

Res onse to A.2:

The range and specific types of NRC actions if licensees exceed thresholds, using
the risk-informed, performance-based approach proposed by the industry, should
be commensurate with the degree of achievement of the safety performance
criteria. For example, one would expect less inspection for those licensees who
are maintaining high levels of safety performance above the regulatory threshold,
and more inspections for those who are not meeting their safety performance
criteria. Enforcement policy would be similar. If the licensee is meeting its
performance criteria, then there should be no reason for enforcement actions in
areas covered by those criteria.

As long as the licensee continues to meet the established safety performance
criteria and takes appropriate actions to prevent recurring failures, the regulator
should continue to allow the licensee flexibilityin managing its implementation of
the regulations. If performance degrades to the point where the licensee fails to
meet safety performance criteria, this does not necessarily mean that the licensee
is no longer in compliance with the regulation. Rather, it is a flag that increased
regulatory oversight of licensee activities may be warranted, including focused
inspection. However, should safety performance continue to decline and the
corrective action is not providing reasonable assurance that the safety
performance criteria or goals will be satisfied or the issue will be resolved, then
more extensive regulatory interaction will occur. At this point, the licensee has
lost much of the flexibilityafforded when safety performance criteria were being
satisfied, and corrective measures are likely to be reviewed in detail by the
regulator. This additional regulatory attention may result in enforcement action to
assure that appropriate corrective action is taken to comply with the regulations
and satisfy the appropriate safety performance indicators.
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PGRE Letter DCL-98-146

3. The current regulatory oversight process focuses discretionaryinspection
resources on a selective sample ofall aspects of licensee performance, such as
human performance, procedure qualify, and program implementation.

a. Could an enhanced use ofhigh level performance indicators (e.g. operational
transients and safety system availability) reduce the need for discretionary
inspection ifpartI'cular levels of licensee performance are achieved?

Res onse to A.3.a:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments. If the NRC were to focus on issues based
on safety and respond when a facility's performance declined below a defined
safety threshold, then there could potentially be large resource savings by both
the NRC and utilities.

b. Would this approach result in a regulatory oversight process which is timely
and comprehensive enough to assure the adequate protection of the public
health and safety?

Res onse to A.3.b:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments. The industry proposal would measure
performance based on indicators which are reviewed on a quarterly basis. This
frequency would be timely enough to take effective corrective action. It should be
noted that while a formal review would be performed on a quarterly basis, utilities
would be prompted by a specific indicator performance to take timely and
comprehensive actions to correct deficiencies as they are identified and not wait
for a quarterly review.

4. What should the role of licensee audits, inspections, and self-assessments bein
the regulatory oversight process?

Res onse to A.4:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments. The NRC should rely upon and actively
promote an aggressive utilityself assessment program. This approach would
allow the NRC to focus its program on more of an oversight role and to review
areas that may be adequately assessed by the licensee programs or to perform an
oversight review of areas having significant risk potential. Areas that should
receive independent inspection focus by the NRC should include the utility
corrective action program and the industry operating experience program.
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PG8 E Letter DCL-98-146

5. Would an enhanced use by the NRC of licensee audits, inspections, and self-
assessments (and a corresponding reduction in NRC discretionary inspection)
resultin a regulatory oversight process that was sufficientlyindependent?

Res onse to A.5:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments no further clarification.

B. Integrated Assessment Process

Objectives and Attributes

a. The objectives developed by the staff for an integrated assessment process
include the following: (1) Provide early warning ofdeclining licensee
performance and promote prompt, timely corrective action; (2) provide checks
and balances with other processes; (3) allow for the integration ofinspection
findings and other relevantinformation; (4) focus NRC's attention on those
plants with declining or poor performance; (5) effectively communicate
assessment results to the licensees and'he public; and (6) allow for effective
resource allocation. What changes could be made to these objectives and
why?

Res onse to B.1.a:

PG8 E believes that the industry proposal meets the NRC staff objectives.

b. The newintegrated assessment process would not formally recognize
superior licensee performance, nor would itinclude a Watch List. Should the
NRC recognize superior licensee performance?

Res onse to B.1.b:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

The integrated assessment process would not provide a measure ofhow
good licensee performance was. This was due in part to the significant
resourcesinvolved and the lack ofclear guidance against which good
performance can be measured. Therefore, performance issuesinvolving
solely good or neutral licensee performance would not be included in the
evaluation. To what extent and how should positive inspection findings be
factored into an assessment process?
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Res onse to B.1.c:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

d. Theinfegrafed assessment process would include an assessmenf report for
each licensee and a public meeting with fhe licensee to review fhis
assessmenf. How should fhe NRC's assessmenf results be communicafed fo
the licensees and fo fhe public?

Res onse to B.1.d:

PG8 E agrees with NEI's comments. Under the industry proposal, information
'ouldbe made publicly available on a quarterly basis. The performance

indicators would serve as the primary communication vehicle to the public. When
performance is below the regulatory threshold, the NRC should provide a
description of what actions it has planned to inspect and assess licensee
corrective actions.

e. The integrafed assessmenf process would provide several opporfunifies for
the licensee and the public fo be made aware of fheissues being considered
and to provide feedback andinput on fhese issues and assessmenf results.
Whaf are the mosf desirable ways foinclude licensee and publicinput and
feedback during the implementation offhe assessmenf process?

\
Res onse to B.1.e:

PGS,E notes that if the NRC used objective safety performance indicators, a lot of
licensee/public input and feedback would not be necessary, besides
understanding the indicators and the results. The advantage of the industry
proposed program is that the standards and performance results will be clear to
the public. The licensee provides the indicator data as input. The NRC should
explain what inspection actions it intends to take should performance fall below
the regulatory threshold. The IRAP process in its current form would need to have
meetings and communication similar to that of the current SALP process, which
are man-power intensive for both the NRC and the industry.

2. Assessment Criferia

a. In the infegrated assessmenf process, a plant performance matrix is used fo
cafegorize performance findingsinto assessment areasin order to provide
hefter sfrucfure for the informafion and to better communicate assessmenf
resulfs. Whaf addifional or alternafe information should be used and how
should ifbe integrated?
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*Res onse to B.2.a:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

b. Under fhe integrated assessment process, individual performanceissues
were numerically graded on the basis ofsafety and regulafory significance.
As sfatedin the SRM for SECY-98-045 dafed June 30, 1998, fhe Commission
did nof approve of fhis approach. Are there alternafe mefhods by which fhe
NRC could provide a quantifative inpufinto fhe assessmenf process so thaf
fhe significance ofissues can be assigned in a scrutable way?

Res onse to B.2.b:

PGRE agrees with NEI comments. An approach that centers on safety
performance indicators, which directly relate to the safety of the facility, would
provide better quantitative assessment of a plants performance and eliminate any
subjectivity.

c. In developing a new assessment process, ifwas essential thaf the results of
fhe assessmenf could be clearly communicafed fo fhe licensees and fhe
public. The staff chose color cafegory rafings for each assessment area for
fheintegrated assessment process. As sfafedin fhe SRM for SECY-98-045
dated June 30, 1998, the Commission did nof approve of this approach.
What alfernate presenfations could be used fo clearly convey fhe resulfs of
licensee performance assessmenfs?

Res onse to B.2.c:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

3. Decision Model

The sfaff developed a decision model to provide for a sfrucfured and predictable
application of NRC acfionsin response to assessmenf resulfs. Are fhere addifional
or better ways to optimize fhe scrutabilify and predicfabilify of the NRC oufcomes
of fhe assessmenf process?
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Res onseto B.3:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

4. Assessmenf Periodicity

The staf recommended fhaf an annual performance assessmenf be performed for
each plant to allow for a periodic assessmenf report and a public meeting to
discuss fhe assessmenf resulfs. Is fhere a more appropriafe periodicity for
accurafely assessing changesin licensee performance?

Res onse to B.4:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

5. Success Criteria

a. The infegrafed assessmenf process was designed to produce NRC
assessmenfs thaf are more scrutable and predicfable. For comparison, how
scrutable, predicfable, and objective are the current assessment processes?

Res onse to B.5.a:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

b. The infegrated assessmenf process wasinfended fo be less resource
infensive for bofh the NRC and the licensee. How do fhe estimated licensee
costs compare wifh the cosfs of fhe exisfing assessmenf processes?

Res onse to B.5.b:

PG&E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

C. Risk-Informed Assessment Guidance

1. Effective risk managementis necessary to ensure the safe operation of
nuclear power planfs. How should indications of risk-managemenf
performance be consideredin the assessment ofplanf safety?
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Res onse to C.1

Risk insights gleaned from Independent Plant Evaluations and the Maintenance Rule
can be generally used to identify risk important plant indicators and to set thresholds
for performance. To the extent possible, risk insights'should be used. We believe that
providing adequate protection to the public health and safety requires assessment of
three areas: (1) the events which can challenge plant safety systems; (2) the mitigation
systems; and (3) the three barriers to radionuclide release. Risk insights should be
used to determine what indicators and thresholds to apply. While some of the
thresholds may not be directly related to risk studies, we believe the NEI proposed set
of indicators reflect the most realistic use of current technology and results in
implementing a risk-informed, integrated assessment process.

2. One aspect of a risk-informed regulatory processis that plant performance
measures are considered commensurate with theirimpact on plant safety
and risk. Are the questions presentedin "Guidance forAssessing the Risk
Inherentin Plant Performance" sufficient to ensure thatinspection findings
are interpreted in a risk-informed manner?

Res onse to C.2

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk
Assessmentin Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the
Current Licensing Basis, "presents a framework, principles, and staff
expectations relative to regulatory decisionmaking.

a. What role, ifany, should such guidance playin risk-informed
assessments ofplant performance?

Res onse to C.3.a:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

b. What role should PRA techniques and risk metrics playin the
assessment ofplant performance?
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Res onse to C.3.b:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

4. How should patterns ofdegrading human performance, equipment
performance, and risk management at a nuclear power plant be factored into
the plant performance assessment process?

Res onse to C.4:

PGB,E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

5. Are the questions raisedin "Guidance forAssessing the Risk Inherentin
Plant Performance" sufficient to provide a risk-informed assessment ofplant
safety that addresses the influence ofhuman performance and equipment
performance on plant safety?

Res onse to C.5:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

D. Indicators

1. General

The trending methodologies can be used as part ofanintegrated assessment
process that uses both quantitative and qualitativeinformation. The trending
methodologies are notintended to be used in isolation as the only definifive
identifying element in plant performance assessment.

a. How should the NRC use quantitative measures ofperformance?

Res onse to D.i.a:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments on this question with no further clarification

b. What methodologies andlor performance measures would be useful to
quantitatively monitor plant performance trends?
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Res onse to D.1.b:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

2. Trending Methodology

a. The staff considered more than 20 variables during fhe developmenf of bofh
the frend and the regression models.

1. Are fhere other variables fhat should be considered?

Res onse to D.2.a.1:

PGKE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

2. Are the data for fhe suggesfed variables publicly available?

Res onse to D.2.a.2:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

3. Are the data for the suggesfed variables reporfed to fhe NRC?

Res onse to D.2.a.3:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

4. How frequently are the dafa for fhe suggested variables available (e.g.,
daily, weekly, quarterly, annually, etc.)?

Res onse to D.2.a.4:

b. The sfaff considered a variety of fime periods for moniforing planf
performance during the development of fhe trend model. The proposed trend
model uses a four-quarter moving average. Should a differenf time period be
used?

Res onse to D.2.b:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.
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c. The proposed frend model uses a "hif"threshold thafis based on a fixed 2-
year average of one sfandard deviafion beyond fhe quarterly industry mean
for fhe period from July 1995 through June 1997. Should a differenf
threshold be used?

Res onse to D.2.c:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification

d. The proposed frend model uses a discussion candidate threshold value of
fwo hifs. Should a different fhreshold be used?

Res onse to D.2.d:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

3. Financial Indicators

a. Financialindicafors can be used fo gaininsighf info licensee performancein
conjunction with other assessmenf measures. They would not be relied upon
solely to draw conclusions on licensee performance in an infegrafed
assessmenf process. How should financialindicafors be usedin fhe
assessment of licensee performance?

Res onse to D.3.a:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

b. Are fhere other financial methodology processes fhaf willprovide a more
useful sef of financial variables?

Res onse to D.3.b:

PGRE concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

c. The financial variables are based on publicly available data. Are fhere other
financial data that could be made available that would be more useful?

11
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Res onse to D.3.c:

PG8 E concurs with NEI's comments with no further clarification.

E. AddifIonal Comments

In addition fo fhe previously mentionedissues, commenfers are invifed fo provide
any other views on fhe NRC assessmenf process thaf could assist fhe NRC in
improving its effecfIveness.

Res onseto E:

PG&E has no further comments.
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